Matrix-based hierarchical graph matching in off-line handwritten signatures recognition
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Abstract—In this paper, a graph-based off-line handwritten signature verification system is proposed. The system can automatically identify some global and local features which exist within different signatures of the same person. Based on these features it is possible to verify whether a signature is a forgery or not. The structural description in the form of hierarchical attributed random graph set is transformed into matrix-vector structures. These structures can be directly used as matching patterns when examined signature is analyzed. The proposed approach can be applied to off-line signature verification systems especially for kanji-like or ideogram-based structurally complex signatures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The common approach in handwritten signatures verification systems is using of statistical pattern recognition methods [1,4-5,13]. The most popular models are HMM [6], SVM [14], ANN or DTW. Though the syntactic methods in pattern recognition can be very effective [3] these are not very popular in biometrics. Also, graph-based modeling techniques are rather rarely used by researchers in this field. Among possible reasons of the situation some difficulties related to analysis of such complicated structures as graphs, can be indicated. These types of problems appear both in syntactic-oriented and template matching approaches. If the formal graph languages are used, it is necessary to cope with the high complexity membership problem (parsing) and extremely hard designing of the grammatical inference procedures (learning). On the other side, using the template matching model faced with the issue of testing the graph isomorphism in the effective way. In spite of that, some proposals of HSV systems basing on graph-based modeling has been appeared in the recent years including [16] for on-line and [12] for off-line signatures recognition. In both cases the graph-based modeling is used to handle the distinctive features connected with handwritten signatures.

The paper [12] introduces a mathematical linguistic based model designed for distorted or ambiguous patterns, where a graph based approach is used for structure representation. The concept basing on the use of hierarchical random IE graphs and two-level probabilistic grammars belonging to the ETPL(k) class with the aim of gathering and analyzing the knowledge about the structure and the features of ambiguous patterns (signatures). The knowledge about variability of a specimen is created just on the basis of finite number of patterns treated as positive samples of unknown graph language. Additionally, the usage of attributed graphs enables the storage of additional semantic information describing the local properties of the signature. The graph linguistic formalisms applied – the IE graphs and attribute-controlled ETPL(k) grammar [9,12] – are characterized by considerable descriptive strength and a polynomial membership problem of the syntactic analysis. However, the effective mechanism of machine learning through grammatical inference process has been defined [9,13]. This model is very comprehensive but its constructional complexity may be treated as significant disadvantage.

In the approach designed to on-line handwritten signatures analysis [16] different type of graph-based modeling has been presented. On-line signatures are represented by series of graphs, whose nodes and edges describe certain properties of sample points and relationship between points respectively. The collection of graphs is stored in the matrix-oriented form not as a formal graph grammar like in [13]. Then, graph matching techniques are introduced to compute edit distance between graphs. This way it is possible to measure the similarity of the graphs. Calculating the edit distance between the graphs on the basis of adjacency matrices allows to avoid a difficulties related to syntactic approach (like complexity of parsing) and give the opportunity to obtain considerable simplification of the classifier construction in relation to mathematical linguistics approach.

Due to the known instability of the signing process and consequently signature features in both systems the inexact graph matching algorithms have been used. In [12] it is done by utilization of the random graphs while in [16] the classifier is responsible to handle it.

The aim of this paper is to introduce a matrix-oriented classifier for the graph-based model of a signature representation proposed in [12]. It seems that simplification of the classifier construction can be useful and profitable despite
existing an effective solution basing on mathematical linguistics. In the paper novel matrix-based representation of hierarchical and probabilistic graph structures is well defined and a discussion on matrix-oriented matching scheme is investigated.

II. RANDOM GRAPHS IN SIGNATURES REPRESENTATION

In this section we will present a brief description of the model introduced in [12]. More comprehensive technical details about this system including formal definitions of a hierarchical graph and an attributed random graph could also be found in [13]. Strict definitions will not be repeated here once more. The information reported in the section are destined to indicate which components of the original graph representation are essential in implementation the new proposed matrix-based matching algorithm. Also, the necessary explanations about crucial modifications and simplifications of the genuine model will be presented.

A. Single signature representation

According to [15] the thinned signature is used as a basis for creating a structural description. The primary components are strokes contained between the ends and the branch points of the thinned signature.
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Fig. 1. Preprocessing steps: a) grayscale signature, b) thresholded signature, c) thinned signature and d) segmentation phase (grapheme isolation).

Connected fragments of the thinned signature are considered as graphemes. The illustration of this preprocessing phase is depicted on Fig. 1.

![Thinned signature - skeleton lines](image5)

Fig. 2. Hierarchical graph representation of a single pattern basing on thinned signature.

In the considered hierarchical graph-based model [12] the two separated graph layers are defined (Fig. 2):

- top layer – single meta-graph responsible for preserving the spatial relations between individual graphemes (global features of the signature),
- bottom layer – set of attributed graphs associated with top layer graph nodes which enables the storage of additional semantic information (in the form of a set of parameters) about local features of the strokes.

A single grapheme (bottom layer in Fig.2) is represented as the attributed IE graph [12], in which semantic information referring to the shape parameters is associated only with the graph nodes. In this layer the graph nodes represent the primary components (strokes), while edges - the relation of direct contiguity (the touching of strokes). Directional labels determining spatial relation are defined in resolution of 15 angle degree (Fig. 3). The directions are calculated between the centers of gravity of the individual graphemes or strokes.

![Ordered set of the edge labels (directs)](image6)

Fig. 3. Ordered set of the edge labels (directs).

At the graph representation depicted on Fig. 2 the node labels are intentionally omitted. In the genuine syntactic model [12] the labeling process is a necessary condition because node-controlled ETPL(k) graph grammars are applied. In our proposal due to the matrix-based representation such labeling process is not required. In this point we should pay also attention on the way of the semantic representation. In paper [12] the parametric shape description has been composed of complex Zernike moments. In general it is not only solution possible to consider. Instead of the original parameters the utilization of shape factors, Hu moments [14] or normalized sequence of points with DTW implementation is feasible.

B. Representation of a series of genuine signatures

In order to ensure the completeness of the recognition system [12], the representation of individual handwritten signatures must be supplemented by a mechanism to store information about permitted specimen signatures for a given person.

![Sample set of signatures](image7)

Fig. 4. Sample set of signatures of the single person.
Such signatures usually differs among themselves both in global and local level because of the instability of the signing process realization as presented in Fig. 4. In the described approach [12] a random IE graphs are used to store aggregated information concerning acceptable level of signatures variation (acceptable variants).

Determinestic graphs from the learning set (Fig. 5) are automatically transformed to the probabilistic representation basing on the structural isomorphism [9]. The operation is executed in both hierarchical layers preserving the existing associations between graphs. The exemplary realization of this phase for bottom layer graphs is presented in Fig. 6.

![Fig. 5. Attributed IE graphs (bottom layer) representing the leading graphemes of every signature belonging to sample training set presented on Fig. 4.](image_url)

III. MATRIX-ORIENTED MATCHING MODEL

At this stage the original model [12] assumes that appropriate mathematical linguistics methods should be executed including grammatical inference and graph parsing. The processes of automatic inference and parsing for grammars, and for graph grammars in particular, are always very sophisticated and require lots of calculations. To avoid these inconveniences the novel hybrid approach using matrix-oriented graph matching is proposed. The structural description in the form of hierarchical attributed random graph set is transformed into matrix-vector structures. These structures can be directly used as matching pattern when examined signature is analyzed. That approach has at least the two essential advantages:

- allow to avoid the high complexity grammatical inference process,
- enable to utilize the matrix-based representation for examination of the isomorphism of graphs by methods other than classical syntactic analysis.

A. Matrix-based representation for single signature

For this purpose it is necessary to make a matrix representation both for single signature (hierarchical deterministic graphs) and learning set of signatures (hierarchical random graphs). We need the collection of matrices because the hierarchical graph is consisted of set of associated graphs. Every matrix will represent a single graph.

In our proposal we use modified adjacency matrices for graphs and additional matrices for shape parameters. Because IE graphs are directed graphs (digraphs) the adjacency matrix will be interpreted as follows:

- non-zero value for the given $a_{ij}$ element of the matrix means that exist the edge from node indexed $i$ to node indexed $j$,
- value of the $a_{ij}$ element – if non-zero – encodes directional (edge) labels according the following formula: $\{e^i\} \rightarrow \{i+1\}$ e.g. $\{e^0, e^2\} \rightarrow \{1, \ldots, 24\}$.

Depending on graph category the appropriated matrices will be denoted as $TL$ (Top-Layer) lub $BL$ (Bottom-Layer). The whole quantity of the $BL$ matrices strictly depends on number of nodes of the hierarchical graph that is on $TL$ matrix dimension. Sample matrices for selected graphs depicted in Fig. 1 are presented by (1) and (2). $TL$ matrix (1) represents top layer hierarchical graph. $BL$ matrix (2) refers to bottom layer graph associated with top layer node indexed by 1.

\[
TL = \begin{bmatrix}
    0 & 24 & 0 \\
    0 & 0 & 1 \\
    0 & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\] (1)

Fig. 6. Attributed random IE graphs representing variability of graphemes (structural isomorphism) for collection of graphs presented in Fig. 5.
To handle the association of the many vector of parameters with the sets of the matrices, in our new proposal the mathematical linguistic mechanism has been transformed into direct checking the graphs isomorphism basing on matrix-based structures comparing. In the case of graph matrices this process runs identity verification successively for all elements. In practice it is done by membership problem solving.

### C. Matching algorithm

While the all indispensable matrix-based data structures have been successfully defined in the previous sections now we can describe the proposed matching algorithm. The final aim is to verify if examined signature is similar enough to learning set. In syntactic approach [12] it is done by membership problem solving.
simple checking if the examined element (from TL or BL matrices) belongs to set of elements (from RTL or RBL matrices). For P and RP matrices regular metric distance and threshold-based cutting is applied. In original approach [12] the Canberra distance has been used.

Formally the matching algorithm could be presented as in the Fig. 7.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The paper describes new matrix-based matching algorithm for the effective analysis of handwritten signatures. It is faster and has lower complexity than syntactic one presented in [12]. Apart from the handwritten signature biometrics field the particularly promising could be the application of this system in cognitive analysis [2,7,8], knowledge collecting systems like medical image understanding [15] or learning systems [17].

An initial assessment of the precision of the method has been effected on a small signature dataset – five different persons, latin-style signatures. The rest parameters has been similar to the one described in [12]. The obtained results are comparable with [12].

In the future our research will concentrate on improving the effectiveness of the mechanism by the modification both parameter representation and selected matching rules. We plan using DTW-oriented representation and matching at the parameters level. It appears necessary to take into consideration the pseudo-dynamic characteristics of signatures. It seems possible to do when DTW-oriented representation and genuine grayscale date will be combined.
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